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Forum: HM General Chit Chat
Topic: Phrases I never uttered....
Subject: Re: Phrases I never uttered....
Posted by: Winterhawk
Posted on: 2006/6/12 12:39:58

 

Man this is a funny thread. I laughed out loud a couple times when reading it. Another thing that is
funny I have said 2 of the three quote recently even 
 but I was lying thru my teeth but I said them 

MatrixBlur: I'm sorry officer you caught me red handed, I'll go quietly and sign a confession.

Jr: I don't have time to chat there is work to be done.

Bikerbot: Lets not kick him out maybe a warning will work.

Optical: Anything

Hubcap: same as Optical

Thayne: I'm a little tea pot short and...

Biohaz: I agree with exactly what he said!

Chilly: Please make your comments full of smileys! I like em

Roc and/or Kuyler: The top ten is perfect!

Marv: Good job running the site

DragonDack: Here let me review this image, first off I like your use of color in the foreground, it
reminds me of....

Jrc4th: Sit down and Shaddup

Chilly: I'm sorry, let me help out a new member

Bikerbot: Can you make it smaller, I can see the whole image on my screen!

Bikerbot: Who cares who she is!
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Matrixblur: Could we get serious around here

Jr.: I don't like wool

BA: Girls are gross, sex is icky

Brick: That's enough tech talk for one night

Daruma: Man it is nice not to have a VD

Matrix: I do not want to see Brokeback Mountian

Jr: I sure do have a big one

Matrix: It feel nice when you run your fingers through my hair.

Force: Please let me be gracious about this.

DivineMonkey: 5 pictures in a week and I still hav inspiration.

Biohaz: Of course I tell you about Lotss. 

Jr.: I got laid...with a human girl

Matrix: But guys wouldn't that be morally wrong

DarkWanderer: I understand completely, I have no questions about this challenge

Sofotos: ME have photoshop 7

Shade: Lurkers are a girls best friend

Billy: Your wrong Winter

Jedifan: Starwars is for pussies

Shump1: do you think her boobs are too big

Jr: looks like you posted in the wrong gallery, let me move that for you

Matrix: Sure I'll fix that for you

Bikerbot: I feel Pretty tonight
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